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Ansible Motion has chosen Heason Technology as its motion control
supply partner for high specification motors, drives, linear units and
precision actuators that enable the simulations company to deliver the
specifications required by the automotive and motorsports industry.
Heason’s application team has worked closely with Ansible for several

years, providing motion control expertise and products for many versions
of the stratiform DIL simulator during its evolution as an automotive
industry tool.
“Working with Ansible on this remarkably interesting application has

challenged our motion applications team to the limit,” said Jon Howard,
Heason’s managing director.
Heason supplies linear units and linear actuators from Thomson Linear

along with housed and frameless Kollmorgen brushless servo motors
matched with Ethercat networked servo drives, together with custom
length motor power and feedback cables.
“Heason Technology’s high level of technical support and the high-

quality motion components they supply combine for a great working
relationship,” said Ansible’s technical liaison engineer Phil Morse.

Ansible books Heason for simulation

Following its takeover of
Mobileye, Intel is plan-
ning to build a fleet of
more than 100 vehicles
for testing fully au-
tonomous driving in Eu-
rope, Israel and the USA.

The first level four SAE
vehicles will be deployed
later this year.

“Building cars and test-
ing them in real-world
conditions provides im-
mediate feedback and ac-
celerates delivery of
technologies for highly
and fully autonomous ve-
hicles,” said Amnon
Shashua, senior VP of
Intel and future CEO of
Mobileye. “Geographic
diversity is very impor-
tant as different regions
have very diverse driving
styles as well as different
road conditions and sig-
nage. Our goal is to
develop autonomous ve-
hicle technology that can
be deployed anywhere.”

Building these test vehi-
cles, Intel’s new entity
will combine proprietary
capabilities from Mobil-

Intel plans fleet of 100
autonomous test vehicles

eye including computer
vision, sensing, fusion,
mapping and driving pol-
icy along with Intel’s
open compute platforms
and expertise in data cen-
tre and 5G communica-
tions technologies to
deliver a complete car-to-
cloud system.

The fleet will include
multiple car brands and
vehicle types to demon-
strate the technology’s
agnostic nature.

“Delivering 100 test
cars very quickly will
demonstrate how this hy-

brid system can be
adapted to meet customer
needs,” Shashua said.
“Neither company could
do this alone. Given resi-
dent skill-sets within the
two companies, a stand-
alone fleet of test vehicles
is possible almost imme-
diately.”

The test fleet will let the
hybrid technology be
demonstrated to current
and prospective users in a
real-world landscape, and
serve as a base to interact
directly with regulators. It
will show novel concepts
of mapping and safety
validation, both geared
towards scalability.

“This does not replace
customer activities; it is
additive to them,” said
Shashua . “Our customers
will benefit from our abil-
ity to use this fleet to
accelerate technology de-
velopment. We want to
enable automakers to de-
liver driverless cars faster
while reducing costs; data
collected will save cus-
tomers significant costs.”

Amnon Shashua:
“Geographic diversity
is very important.”

Top car makers, including
Ford and PSA Group,
have put their weight be-
hind Qualcomm’s cellular
V2X commercial chipset
based on 3GPP Release
14 for PC5-based direct
communications.

The 9150 C-V2X
chipset is expected to be
available for commercial
sampling in the second
half of 2018.

“Ford is committed to
V2X communications
and sees it as a critical
technology to improve
vehicle safety and effi-
ciency,” said Don Butler,
executive director at Ford
Motor. “We welcome
Qualcomm Technologies’
cellular-V2X product an-
nouncement, as the auto-
motive industry and
ecosystem work towards
C-V2X implementation,
and pave the path to 5G
broadband and future op-
erating services.”

Qualcomm has also an-
nounced the C-V2X ref-
erence design, which will
feature the 9150 C-V2X
chipset with integrated
GNSS capability, and in-
clude an application
processor running an
intelligent transportation
systems V2X stack and
a hardware security mod-
ule.

“We are pleased to see
C-V2X gaining momen-
tum and broad ecosystem
support, and how Qual-
comm Technologies has

Ford and PSA back Qualcomm V2X launch
helped the automotive in-
dustry make great strides
in bringing this to
fruition, including the an-
nouncement of the 9150
C-V2X chipset,” said
Carla Gohin, senior vice
president of Groupe PSA.

“Groupe PSA is strongly
involved in the 5G stan-
dardisation and trials and
has great expectations on
5G as an enabler for the
connected and au-
tonomous vehicles. C-
V2X and its strong

evolution path to 5G will
serve as a key enabler for
new mobility services.
Groupe PSAwill evaluate
this technology, with
Qualcomm Technologies’
support, to adopt for our
cars.”
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Bosch has introduced an
emergency braking sys-
tem with cyclist detection
that automatically brings
the car to a full stop from
40km/h.

As soon as the emer-
gency braking system’s
radar or video sensor de-
tects an imminent colli-
sion, the Bosch iBooster
initiates full braking in
190ms – less time than it
takes to blink twice.

“These electronic assis-
tants are always vigilant
and, in emergencies, they
respond more quickly
than people can,” said
Bosch board member
Dirk Hoheisel. “They
provide support just
where drivers need it – in
busy city traffic.”

In Germany, bicycles
are involved in a quarter
of all accidents resulting
in personal injury. Ac-
cording to the German
Federal Statistics Office,
393 people were killed in
such accidents in 2016
alone – roughly 12 per
cent of the country’s total
road fatalities.

Equipping every car in
Germany with an emer-
gency braking system that
can detect cyclists would
prevent almost half (43
per cent) of the bicycle-
motor vehicle accidents
that result in personal in-
jury, or at least mitigate
their severity.

Don’t blink: Bosch
brakes detect cyclists

“An emergency braking
assistant may reduce
braking distance by the
few crucial centimetres
that can mean the differ-
ence between life and
death,” said Gerhard
Steiger, president of
Bosch’s chassis control
division.

Starting in 2018, Euro
NCap’s star rating system
will include emergency
braking with cyclist de-
tection. Emergency brak-
ing systems with
pedestrian detection have
been part of the rating
system since 2016.

Bosch’s rear mid-range
radar sensors, which
monitor lane changes on
the freeway, can also
keep city drivers from

making a dangerous mis-
take: after parallel park-
ing at the curb, drivers
often get out of their cars
right away – without
looking over their shoul-
der. This has led to cy-
clists being knocked to
the pavement.

But Bosch’s car exit
warning can help. It is ac-
tive for all car doors and
warns the occupants –
even several minutes after
the ignition has been

turned off – before they
carelessly get out of the
vehicle. Mounted to the
left and right of the rear
of the car, the sensors
monitor traffic. Within a
20m radius, the sensors
can detect other road
users who are approach-
ing from the rear, or who
are already to the side or
rear of the car, and
promptly warn the driver
before they open their
door.

Bosch braking system detects cyclists

Mentor has expanded its
Mentor Safe functional
safety programme to in-
clude the Catapult high-
level synthesis platform
and analogue and mixed
signal (AMS) IC verifica-
tion products, including
Eldo and theAnalog Fast-
Spice (AFS) platform.

Testing house SGS-
TÜV Saar has certified
the ISO 26262 compli-
ance of tool qualification
reports for these Mentor
technologies. With these
certifications, the pro-
gramme includes stand-
alone ISO 26262-certified
HLS and AMS qualifica-

tion documentation, elim-
inating the need for addi-
tional tool chain
restrictions or changes to
retain Asil D compliancy.

The Catapult platform
lets designers use stan-
dard C++ and/or System
C to describe an IC’s
functional intent, en-
abling them to move to a
more productive abstrac-
tion level for both design
and verification of asics
and FPGAs. The platform
suits automotive IC de-
signs that are evolving
rapidly due to increased
demand for automotive
vision, image processing,

deep learning and other
functionalities.

AMS verification prod-
ucts, including the AFS
circuit verification plat-
form, Eldo circuit simula-
tor, Questa ADMS
mixed-signal simulator
and EZwave waveform
viewer, provide Mentor’s
customers with foundry-
certified circuit verifica-
tion platforms optimised
for the requirements of
the ICs they design.

For mixed signal SoCs
implemented in the latest
nanometre cmos tech-
nologies, the AFS plat-
form is said to provide the

required accuracy, per-
formance and capacity.
For automotive and other
analogue-centric ICs,
Eldo provides a differen-
tiated product for safety
and reliability verification
and circuit analysis and
diagnostics.

“Mentor is delivering
ISO 26262 pre-qualified
design automation tech-
nologies and documenta-
tion across a large and
growing number of our
industry-leading design
automation solutions,”
said Brian Derrick, VP at
Mentor Graphics, now
part of Siemens.

Mentor expands functional safety programme

NXP Semiconductors and
Changan Automobile are
to cooperate on infotain-
ment and future vehicle
technologies.

Changan is one of
China’s largest car mak-
ers and the first Chinese
company to achieve long-
distance self driving.

The first phase of the
partnership is focused on
infotainment and the de-
velopment of standards
for future vehicle semi-
conductors. In the second
phase, Changan will
apply NXP’s V2X com-

munications, NFC identi-
fication, adas and joint
R&D to transform auto-
mobiles into mobile in-
formation hubs.

“Seven years ago, we
began research and devel-
opment, promoting cross-
border cooperation in key
vehicle domains,” said Li
Wei, Changan Automo-
bile vice president. “As
the leader in vehicle elec-
tronics, NXP has the
best technology and R&D
resources. With this
long-term partnership,
ChanganAutomobile will

take a major step forward
in establishing itself as
an innovation leader in
the Chinese automobile
industry.”

Changan has built its in-
fotainment system around
NXP’s family of i.MX
application processors.
Changan will now up-
grade its systems to i.MX
8 processors and will
apply the Dirana family
of car radio tuners and
DSPs (SAF775x), audio
amplifiers, power man-
agement ICs and Can
transceivers.

NXP partners Changan on infotainment
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The number of computers
in a vehicle needs to be
reduced from more than
50 today to just three
main processing centres if
the industry is going to
handle the complexity
that autonomous driving
will bring, believes David
Paja, president of Delphi
Electronics & Safety.

“In this industry there is
a real problem of scalabil-
ity as we move towards
more autonomous driv-
ing,” he told a media
briefing in London last
month.

“If we don’t change the
way we perceive the vehi-
cle architecture, it will be

Delphi president calls for
computing consolidation

very hard to do,” he said.
He added that the more

than 100 million lines of
code in a modern pre-
mium vehicle were going
to continue growing as
more adas features be-
came available. On top of
that, people want to con-
nect their own devices to
the vehicle and will ex-

pect regular software up-
dates.

“The amount of data in
the vehicle is massive,”
he said. “It is growing
exponentially. With all
those data, there is a need
for increased computer
power and centralisa-
tion.”

He said if nothing

changed, the number of
ECUs would grow from
50 to 100 and that would
not be practical.

“There needs to be con-
solidation,” he said.
“There will just be three
large computers and a
number of small ones.”

He said one would han-
dle autonomous driving,
one infotainment and the
user experience, and the
third data and services.

Delphi is in the process
of spinning off its power-
train business to make it
easier to attract funding
for its electronics divi-
sions as it delves more
into autonomous driving.

“We are not spinning
off this because it is not
profitable,” said Paja. “It
is in a very competitive
position with a high
growth potential ahead.
We are spinning it off be-
cause we see very differ-
ent investment needs in
the future and it makes
more sense to split the
company. Investors want
to invest in things like au-
tonomous driving and
data services and others
want to invest in more
traditional automotive
areas. Having the au-
tonomous driving area
separate is a better way to
attract investment.”

David Paja:
“There is
a real
problem of
scalability.”

At this month’s Interna-
tional Motor Show in
Frankfurt, Magna is un-
veiling an integrated, cus-
tomisable and scalable
autonomous driving sens-
ing and compute platform
that can enable up to
Level 4 autonomous driv-
ing in urban and highway
environments.

Called Max 4, it com-
bines cameras, radar, lidar
and ultrasonic sensors
with a compute platform
designed for easy integra-
tion with any car maker’s
existing and future plat-

forms, including hybrid
and electric vehicles.

Additionally, the com-
pute platform, scalable
for high-volume produc-
tion, is said to be flexible,
upgradeable and fully
functional.

“At the heart of this de-
velopment is a desire to
show the market Magna’s
breadth of capabilities
and an autonomous driv-
ing enabling platform
with subsystems that do
not compromise the inte-
rior and exterior of a ve-
hicle,” said Swamy

Kotagiri, Magna’s chief
technology officer.

One of the targets for
Magna was to simplify
the way drivers engage
with autonomous driving
systems including the op-
tion of an intuitive and fa-
miliar cruise-control-like
user interface that is con-
trolled through the press
of a button.

A lighted display indi-
cates the vehicle is in au-
tonomous mode, and
drivers can disengage that
mode via brake pedal or
emergency button.

Magna to unveil Level 4 autonomy in Frankfurt
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Automotive Grade Linux
has released the latest
version of the AGL info-
tainment platform, Uni-
fied Code Base (UCB)
4.0, which includes sup-
port for Smart Device
Link integration, speech
recognition APIs, secure
over-the-air updates and
improvements to the app
framework and software
development kit.

The UCB 4.0 release
follows recent news that
Toyota has adopted the
AGL platform for its next
infotainment system, de-
buting in the 2018 Toyota
Camry in the USA.

“We are quickly gaining

momentum, and Toyota’s
AGL-based infotainment
system puts AGL a step
closer towards becoming
the de facto industry stan-
dard,” said Dan Cauchy,
executive director of Au-
tomotive Grade Linux at
the Linux Foundation.
“The industry is starting
to understand the advan-
tages of open source and
the impact that AGL can
have.”

Developed through a
joint effort by dozens of
companies, the UCB plat-
form aims to provide 70
to 80% of the starting
point for a production in-
fotainment system. Car

makers and suppliers cus-
tomise the other 20 to
30% by adding features
and modifying the user
interface.

Added features in UCB
4.0 include: an update to
Yocto 2.2; application
framework improve-
ments; application serv-
ices APIs for Bluetooth,
audio, tuner and Can sig-
nalling;AGLAPI version
two using Open API
specification format; Can
signalling, secure sig-
nalling and notifications;
SDK improvements with
application templates;
Smart Device Link ready,
ease of integration with

SDL; default board sup-
port tunings across Intel,
Arm 32 and Arm 64
architectures; and added
board support for the Re-
nesas R-Car 3 and Qual-
comm SnapDragon 820.

AGL is expanding be-
yond infotainment to de-
velop software profiles
using UCB for telematics,
instrument clusters and
head-up displays. To sup-
port these, AGL has
formed a virtualisation
group to identify a hyper-
visor and develop an
AGL virtualisation archi-
tecture to accelerate time
to market, reduce costs
and increase security.

Linux UCB infotainment platform updated

Denso is deploying
Toshiba’s Visconti 4
image-recognition pro-
cessor in front-camera-
based active safety
systems. The processor
provides drivers with
real-time analytics of
road conditions and po-
tential dangers.

The processor has eight
media processing en-
gines, letting it execute
eight applications simul-
taneously. It can detect
and analyse camera-gen-
erated images and recog-
nises traffic lanes; nearby
vehicles, both parked and
moving; traffic signs and
signals; headlights of on-
coming vehicles; plus bi-
cyclists and pedestrians.

It has twice the number
of processing engines of
the Visconti 2, used by
Denso since 2015. It also
integrates an image
recognition algorithm, the
enhanced CoHog acceler-
ator, to improve process-

ing of luminance differ-
ences between objects
and their backgrounds to
detect pedestrians at night
and low light conditions.

Toshiba and Denso are
also cooperating inAI, on
the development of deep
neural network-intellec-
tual property for use in
image recognition, and
plan to bring this technol-
ogy to future additions to
the Visconti series.
• Imagination Technolo-
gies is stepping up its col-
laboration with Denso in
developing processing
technologies for future in-
vehicle systems.

Denso has licensed the
Mips I6500 CPU and
Power VR series 8XT
GT8525 GPU from Imag-
ination to create a test
chip to exploit the capa-
bilities of technologies
such as hardware multi-
threading and virtualisa-
tion for adas and
autonomous driving.

Toshiba is helping Denso recognise road hazards

Toshiba helps Denso
with image recognition

At this month’s IFA 2017
international consumer
electronics exhibition in
Berlin, Volkswagen and
Deutsche Telekom
demonstrated how drivers
could connect with their
homes via their vehicle’s
infotainment system.
Starting this month, they
will be able to control
certain household devices
from within the vehicle.

Using the Volkswagen
Car-Net App Connect, it
is possible to control Ma-
genta smart-home tech-
nology features while on
the road.

Various device func-
tions in the home can be
controlled from inside the
vehicle and without the
need to reach for a smart
phone, thus providing a
secure link between the
automobile and the IoT.

Use of this functionality
requires an Android
smartphone with Mirror-
Link technology as well
as Car-Net App Connect.

Since May 2015, Volk-
swagen App Connect has
been available on nearly
all Volkswagen models,
and on around 50 smart-
phones from manufactur-
ers such as HTC, LG,
Samsung and Sony.
• Radioplayer, a collabo-
rative radio platform
available in eight coun-
tries, is launching a smart
radio feed for connected
cars, with the Audi and
VW group the first man-
ufacturer to sign up.

The partnership will see
hybrid radios in newAudi
models using the technol-
ogy to display station
logos, and switch auto-
matically between Dab,
FM and streaming.

The Worldwide Radio-
player API builds on the
Radioplayer Car project,
launched earlier this year.
The data feed can power
features, such as person-
alised radio recommenda-
tions, search results and
catch-up content.

Volkswagen e-Golf with smart-home app

Volkswagen lets cars
control smart homes
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Continental has devel-
oped an electronic brake
– the MK C1 – targeted at
the requirements of
highly automated driving.

Once the driver hands
over full driving to the
vehicle, the electronic
brake system (EBS) must
be able to perform the
braking function, even in
the case of a possible fail-
ure of the primary elec-
tronic brake system.

“Highly automated
driving poses tough re-
quirements to the braking
system,” said Felix Bi-
etenbeck, head of vehicle
dynamics at Continental.

As the MK C1 is a by-
wire system, which pro-
vides a particularly fast,
precise and autonomous
pressure build-up, it is
suited to automated driv-
ing. To achieve the re-
quirements of braking
redundancy, Continental
has combined the MK C1
with a derivative of the
MK 100 electronic speed
controller. In normal op-
eration mode, the MK C1
unit provides all braking,
stability and comfort
functions. The hydraulic
pressure simply passes
through the MK 100 hy-
draulic brake extension
(HBE). To ensure full
availability at all times,
the HBE performs fre-
quent self-tests.

Continental puts brake
on automated driving

Should the primary
EBS fail, the secondary
EBS will step in and pro-
vide the required braking.
Should the primary EBS
fail completely, the HBE

unit will brake the vehicle
with the front wheels and
provide an ABS function.

Continental has also de-
veloped a cooperative
brake mode. This will

apply if the electro-
mechanical actuation and
pumping function of the
primary braking systems
should fail without affect-
ing the unit’s control
valves. In this case, the
HBE unit will go into the
cooperative brake mode.

A part of its hydraulic
pressure will be fed to the
still functional MK C1
valves to activate the rear
brakes as well. This flex-
ible split of functions en-
sures a full autopilot
braking function with slip
controlled deceleration on
both axles even in a situ-
ation of partial failure in
one system.

“The principle of net-
working two EBS units is
a complex and challeng-
ing task,” said Bieten-
beck. “It requires an
outstanding system
know-how.”

By combining the MK C1 with a hydraulic brake
extension, redundant braking systems for highly
automated driving can be installed

LG Electronics plans to
establish a factory for ad-
vanced electric vehicle
components in the USA.

The 23,000-square-
metre facility in the De-
troit area will produce EV
components starting in
2018.

The project will mean at
least 292 new jobs – 137
factory workers and an-
other 155 engineers and
technicians at the ex-
panded R&D centre co-
located with the South
Korean company’s US

headquarters in Troy,
Michigan.

“LG’s initiative to de-
velop and produce world-
class EV subassemblies
in the United States repre-
sents a key pillar of our
strategy to be the best
technology partner to US
automakers,” said Lee
Woo-jong, president of
vehicle components at
LG Electronics.

Vehicle components
represent the fastest-
growing business of LG
Electronics. The vehicle

components division re-
ported first-half 2017
global revenues of more
than $1.5bn, a 43 per cent
increase from the same
period last year, thanks in
large part to the collabo-
ration with General Mo-
tors on the Chevrolet Bolt
EV.

Representing an invest-
ment of about $25m, the
project is supported by a
$2.9m capital grant under
the Michigan business de-
velopment programme
over the next four years.

LG to make EV parts in USA
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Many can still remember
the traditional tungsten
filament light bulb. The

40 and 60W incandescent light
bulbs typically used in most
American homes were banned
from being manufactured in the
USA, or imported, at the end of
2013, though they can still be pur-

Light driving
Tony Armstrong looks at the continuing
evolution of LED headlamps

chased. The 75 and 100W bulbs
were phased out in 2012.
The cause of their demise was

driven by the need for better elec-
trical-to-light output efficacy de-
manded by the US Environmental
Protection Agency. The primary
reason was to help reduce electric-
ity consumption and therefore
generation due to residential

household lighting accounting for
roughly 14% of electrical power
consumption
And so, the solid state LED

equivalent, requiring only about
one-eight of the power to generate
the equivalent amount of lumens
output has made its way into our
modern world.
This sequence of evolutionary

lighting changes, from the incan-
descent light bulb to solid-state
electronic equivalents, is analo-
gous to the current migration oc-

The Audi R8 was the first car to use LED headlamps
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curring in the automotive industry
with vehicle lighting. While red
LEDs have been used in taillights
for over a decade, it is the changes
in the car’s interior and forward il-
lumination lighting that have only
recently made significant strides
in LED adoption rates. For exam-
ple, LEDs are found in over 70%
of interior indicator lights and
over 45% for instrument display
backlights.
Contrast this with the daytime

running lights (DRLs) at over
55% and headlamps at approxi-
mately five per cent today. It is
ironic that although the headlamp
(low beam, high beam, fog lamps)
represents the single largest op-
portunity, they are also the least
penetrated, One of the major rea-
sons for this apparent paradox is
the cost for the car makers to im-
plement them at a price the con-
sumer is willing to pay.

Automotive headlamps
Before looking into the back-
ground behind the low headlamp
adoption rate, it is useful to under-
stand why many drivers, and even
the OEMs, prefer LED lighting.
These include:

• Performance and design flexi-
bility. LEDs enable design flexi-
bility due to their form factor and
provide a broad range of dimming
capabilities. Remember that the
human eye is very sensitive to
minor deviations in light output.
• Energy saving and lower CO2
emissions. Not only do LEDs
have better power efficiency
thereby reducing the energy
required to power them, but they
also have significantly longer life
cycles.
• Cost. This may seem counter in-

tuitive, but in non-headlamp ap-
plications, continued cost de-
creases, durability and superior
quality have made LEDs the new
standard in end-customer value.
• Regulation. Government regula-
tions that specify requirements for
DRLs and headlamps, as well as
other lighting applications, have
increased LED lighting demand.

It will not come as a surprise to
anyone that Audi is generally con-
sidered to be the leader when it
comes to the use of LEDs in virtu-
ally any exterior automotive light-
ing application. The car maker’s

famous eyebrow DRLs are very
noticeable to anyone who sees
them in their rear-view mirror.
Furthermore, it was the first to use
LED headlamps in the 2004 Audi
R8.
So why is it that LED head-

lamps have not taken off as well
as the LEDs used in the other
forms of automotive LED light-
ing? Well, the answer is, of
course, cost. The alternatives to
using LEDs in the headlamp are
incandescent bulbs, halogen bulbs
or high-intensity discharge (HID)
Xenon bulbs. Comparable LEDs
can cost up to 100% more than

Fig. 1: How a matrix LED headlamp disperses light

Fig. 2: Audi laser high-beam light

halogen headlamps (originally
introduced in 1962 in Europe, but
not adopted in the USA until
1978) and as much as 1.5 times
more than HID Xenon bulbs;
achieving comparable perform-
ance to HID Xenon headlamps
requires a much more expensive
LED system than for lower-per-
formance halogen alternatives.
The first HID Xenon headlamp
appeared on the 1991 BMW 7
series.
Generally speaking, LED head-

lights are stacked in between the
halogen and HID lamps regarding
their luminescence, but they pro-
vide much more focused rays and
can also be controlled to create
different shapes. Also, thanks to
their small size, LEDs allow for
great manipulation, with automo-
tive manufacturers being able to
create all kinds of shapes and as-
semblies that would perfectly

match their models. Although
LEDs do not emit heat as they
light up, they do create a certain
amount of heat at the bottom of
the emitter when the electricity
passes through, thus creating a po-
tential risk for adjacent assemblies
and connectivity cables. For this
reason, LED headlamps need
cooling systems, such as heat
sinks or fans, to keep them from
melting. Furthermore, these cool-
ing systems are in the engine bay,
a not-so-cool area for some other
system to maintain a decent tem-
perature. This is another reason
why LED headlights are also
harder to design and implement in
the vehicle, and thus more expen-
sive than HIDs.
But that’s not all. Audi now has

an optional laser high beam in its
high-performance R8, see Fig. 2.
This system is excellent at not
shining light on vehicles travel-

ling ahead of it that the high beam
can remain on and adjust itself,
even with as many as eight cars in
front. Compared with LED high
beams, Audi’s laser spotlight can
throw its beam twice as far down
the road (over 150 metres), allow-
ing the driver greater distance
visibility.

Driver ICs
Unlike incandescent light bulbs,
where all that is needed to create
light output is to pass an electric
current through the filament,
LEDs require specialised inte-
grated circuits to drive them.
One key performance feature

that an LED driver IC must have
today is the ability to dim LEDs
adequately. Since LEDs are driven
with a constant current, where the
DC current level is proportional to
LED brightness, to vary the LED
brightness, there are two methods
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Fig. 4. IC schematic for driving a series string of LEDs

of dimming the light by control-
ling the LED current.
The first method is analogue

dimming in which the LED DC
current level is reduced propor-
tionally by lowering the constant
LED current level. Reducing the
LED current can result in a
change in LED colour or inaccu-
rate control of the LED current.
The second method is digital or

pulse-width-modulation (PWM)
dimming. PWM dimming
switches the LED on and off at a
frequency at or above 100Hz,
which is not perceivable to the
human eye. The PWM dimming
duty cycle is proportional to LED
brightness, while the on-time LED
current remains at the same level
as set by an LED driver IC, main-
taining constant LED colour dur-
ing high dimming ratios. This
method of PWM dimming can be
used with ratios of 3000:1 in some
applications.
There are LED driver ICs that

are capable of delivering suffi-
cient current and voltage for many
different types of LED configura-
tions in a conversion topology that
satisfies both the input voltage
range and required output voltage

Fig. 3: I2C eight-switch matrix dimmer LED driver IC

and current requirements. These
high brightness LED driver ICs
typically have the following quali-
ties: wide input voltage range;
wide output voltage range; high
efficiency conversion; tightly reg-
ulated LED current matching; low
noise, constant frequency opera-
tion; independent current and
dimming control; wide dimming
range ratios; and small compact
footprint with few external com-
ponents.
There are a wide variety of

products to address the specific
design needs of driving the LEDs
commonly found in automotive

headlamps. A recent example is
shown in Fig. 4. This has an 80V
input and output voltage capable,
constant-current, constant-voltage
converter. This topology enables it
to drive high current LEDs.

Conclusion
It is clear, despite the low level
penetration rate of LED head-
lamps today, that advances in per-
formance features are too alluring
for automotive manufactures to
forego LED headlamps for much
longer. These reasons include im-
proved safety for the driver, body
styling flexibility, energy savings
and pure good looks. And we all
know that a car’s looks attract
buyers. There is going to be a
major increase in matrix lighting
and the use of LED headlamps.

Tony Armstrong is director of
product
marketing for
power
products at
Linear
Technology,
now part of
Analog
Devices
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LEDs are becoming very
popular in automotive exte-
rior lighting, thanks to their

superior lighting characteristics,
efficiency and flexibility in design
implementation. They can be used
in a variety of light shapes and
with different features.
The required multiplicity of

LED configurations in automotive
exterior lighting, combined with
the variability of the car battery

voltage, forces the use of a large
number of integrated circuits,
each tailored to a specific vehicle
lighting function. A flexible con-
troller IC can support many archi-
tectures and simplify automotive
exterior lighting design.

Powering LEDs
LEDs have many automotive ap-
plications and are used in diverse
arrangements from a single LED

IN CONTROLIN CONTROL

Nazzareno (Reno)
Rossetti and Yin
Wu explain how
a flexible LED
controller can
simplify
automotive exterior
lighting design

lamp to LED strings and matrices.
Functions such as high beam, low
beam, fog lights, daytime running
lights (DRLs), and position and
turn signal lights can all be imple-
mented with LEDs.
Powered from a car battery, the

input voltage is typically 12V but
can be as high as 16V on a fully
charged battery. Vehicles employ-
ing start-stop technology experi-
ence large voltage dips when the

engine starts, so the lower limit
for the power source can be well
below the typical 12V, often 6V or
even lower.
The switching regulators power-

ing the LEDs must meet specific
requirements. They must operate
over the entire voltage range pro-
vided by the battery and be able to
survive 60V dump voltage tran-
sients. The current amplitude must
be very accurate, since it controls
the LED colour.
For light dimming, time-slicing

the LED current by using pulse-
width modulation or PWM re-
duces the light’s brightness
without affecting its colour. The
PWM dimming frequency must
be above 100Hz to be undetected
as a flicker by the human eye.
A high and well-controlled

PWM switching frequency above
the AM frequency band is re-
quired to reduce radio frequency
interference. Spread-spectrum
modulation is also necessary to
meet EMI standards. Finally, high
efficiency helps reduce heat gen-
eration and improves system relia-
bility.

Basic headlight
A basic headlight architecture that
can accommodate a series of
LEDs uses a boost converter. In
the boost controller IC of Fig. 1,
one of the three feedback loops
(current loop) ensures tight con-
trol of the output current. The
other two feedback loops perform
overvoltage protection (OVP
loop) and overcurrent protection
(OCP loop) for the string of 12
diodes, which develops 42V
across the string (3.5V per LED).
In addition to current and volt-

age control, the IC must be
equipped with all the features pre-

viously described – dimming,
spread spectrum and so on. High-
side current sensing via the resis-
tors, Rx, is required to protect the
LED system in case of shorts
from the output to the ground or
battery input.

Flexible architecture
Ideally, an LED controller should
have a flexible architecture that
supports multiple configurations
that can implement different fea-
tures. As well as the boost config-
uration, the buck-boost
configuration should also be con-
sidered.
A buck-boost mode configura-

tion is necessary if the diode
string is short, for example two or
three LEDs (7 or 10.5V), against a
battery voltage that can vary from
less than 6V (cold crank) up to
16V. If the concern is input-to-
output isolation, then a single-
ended primary inductance
converter (sepic) for discontinu-
ous output current or a chuck
(continuous output current) con-
verter may be the right device.
A single controller that supports

many architectures, such as the
one in Fig. 2, has clear advantages
of economies of scale and ease of
reuse. It can drive LEDs, allowing
boost, high-side buck, sepic mode
or buck-boost mode configura-
tions. The device can be a single-
channel high-brightness LED (HB
LED) controller for automotive
front-lighting applications such as
high beam, low beam, daylight
running lights, turn-signal indica-
tors and fog lights.

Low EMI and noise
A 200kHz to 2.2MHz programma-
ble switching frequency can allow
the device to operate well outside
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the AM radio frequency band,
avoiding interference with the au-
tomotive radio signal.
Built-in spread-spectrum modu-

lation also improves electromag-
netic compatibility performance.
Spread-spectrum dithering

added to the oscillator can allevi-
ate EMI problems in the LED
controller.
The boost converter oscillator

(RT pin in Fig. 2) can be synchro-
nised to the positive-going edge of
the PWM dimming pulse
(PWMDIM).
This means that the NDRV pulse

goes high at the same time as the
positive-going pulse on
PWMDIM.
Synchronising the RT oscillator

to the PWMDIM pulse guarantees
that the switching-frequency
variation over a period of a
PWMDIM pulse is the same from
one PWMDIM pulse to the next.
This prevents flickering during

Fig. 2: Boost LED system

Fig. 1: Typical boost LED control system

PWM dimming when spread
spectrum is added to the RT
oscillator.

Conclusion
An LED controller can support a
high number of architectures for
automotive exterior lighting and

greatly simplifies the design. The
flexible design options use boost,
high-side buck, sepic mode or
buck-boost mode configurations,
providing clear advantages in
economies of scale and ease of
reuse.
In addition, a high switching

frequency allows operation above
the AM radio frequency band
while built-in spread-spectrum
modulation can reduce electro-
magnetic interference.

Nazzareno
(Reno) Rossetti
is an analogue
and power
management
professional

and Yin Wu a
semiconductor
business
professional,
both at Maxim
Integrated

In 1998, the Volkswagen Golf
Mark IV had 17 ECUs, two
Can networks and just 434

Can signals. In 2010, the Golf
Mark VI had 49 ECUs, five Can
networks and 6516 Can signals.
Today, typical vehicle electrical
systems have more than 60 pri-
mary networked (Can or Flexray)
ECUs and as many as 20,000 Can
signals.
This growth in complexity over

the past 20 years has been driven

Making an
impact

Anthony Martin and Alastair Ruddle
consider how to ensure resilience
among increasingly complex vehicle
systems within their intended
electromagnetic environment.

by the consumer’s desire for com-
fort and convenience, and the in-
dustry’s drive for market share
through value, efficiency and
safety. However, this will quickly
be surpassed by the rapid integra-
tion of new technologies into
future vehicles.

Autonomy
It is widely acknowledged that au-
tonomous vehicles offer the appli-
cation that artificial intelligence

and machine learning have been
waiting for, and that this introduc-
tion will be sooner than we think.
There have been significant
strides in the development of
basic algorithms used in machine
learning and an increase in the
amount of quality data available.
Infra-red sensors, lidar systems,

360˚ vision systems, wireless con-
nectivity and more combine to
provide machine learning
algorithms with a wealth of rich
information.
Wireless technologies and their

associated benefits are now an
indispensable part of modern
society. With demand increasing
and implementation costs
reducing, they are becoming
available across most vehicles
on the market.
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Last year saw a significant in-
crease in sales of internet con-
nected vehicles including the
Chevrolet Cruze and Spark (On-
Star), Audi A3 and Q5 (Audi Con-
nect) and the Mercedes-Benz
GLC-Class (Mbrace). It is envis-
aged that this type of connectivity,
along with intelligent transport
systems, will deliver the much
awaited connected car and the
connectivity backbone for
autonomous vehicles.
Fully autonomous vehicles, such

as Google’s Waymo, aren’t strictly
reliant on information from vehi-
cle-vehicle or infrastructure
(V2X) communications, but in-
stead rely on existing GPS satel-
lites and on-board sensors coupled
with detailed digital maps to
interpret their location and
surroundings.
When implemented, V2X com-

munications will enrich the data
sources available to support
autonomous driving, and enhance
the sophistication of interactions
between them. The availability of
V2X could help overcome po-
tential technical limita-
tions of

automated driving. For example,
there are issues with GPS signal
availability in underground loca-
tions such as road tunnels, and
even in some locations that are
above ground. Supplementary
location information could be
provided from roadside beacons,
or from other vehicles in locations
that can access GPS.

EMC
For electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) engineers, who must get to
the nuts and bolts of what is re-
quired to validate these systems, a
thorough understanding of the
technology underpinning vehicle
features and all associated risks
will be essential. This may require
new levels of understanding, test
methods and risk mitigation
processes.
From its introduction in the

1970s due to radio reception is-
sues caused by
ignition
sys-

tem interference, automotive
EMC has developed into a key
part of the development lifecycle
of today’s vehicles. It is now con-
cerned not only with quality
issues that could impact a cus-
tomer’s enjoyment of the vehicle
but the safety of the vehicle occu-
pants and pedestrians.
Changes in automotive EMC

testing over the past 40 years have
generally been related to new
technologies for improved meas-
urement efficiency. For example,
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) al-
lowed measurement times in ex-
cess of one hour to be reduced to
a matter of seconds. Additionally,
the efforts of national and interna-
tional committees mean that EMC
testing is now more accurate and
controlled providing new levels of
confidence in test methods and the
products they cover.
Today’s cars are more reliable,

safer, durable, better performing
and more efficient than they

have been in the past 130
years. However, this safety
and performance has
largely been based on a
relatively low level of
complexity in vehicle
control architectures,

allowing for almost full
EMC verification test
coverage.
Current verification strategies

involve one or more of the follow-
ing risk mitigation methods, and
more likely a complex mixture of
all:

1. Whole vehicle verification
2. System verification
3. Component verification
4. Simulation
5. Technical review
6. Best practice design

The demand for connected and autonomous cars is causing
changes in the electromagnetic environment in which vehicle
control systems must operate

Autonomous vehicle testing

Recently, the emergence of adas
and the associated increase in
complexity of vehicle control sys-
tems has created several chal-
lenges for EMC verification. Adas
has a high level of risk due to the
potentially catastrophic nature of
the failure modes, making vehi-
cle-level testing vital.
Current capabilities in EMC

testing were not developed to
verify autonomous and assisted
driving functions, and they will
require a step change in the prod-
uct integrity verification process
and significant changes to the
facilities, equipment and methods
used for whole vehicle EMC
testing.
In the future, advanced verifica-

tion will make greater use of early
risk assessment, as well as analy-
sis and simulation at the design
stage coupled with component
characterisation to reduce the re-
quirements for vehicle verifica-
tion. These will be combined to
provide an argument for safety

assurance (due diligence) and pro-
vide confidence in product in-
tegrity much earlier in the
development cycle.
However, there must be a closer

link between EMC and safety,
with safety assurance being a key
element in the verification of au-
tonomous and assistance features
to deliver system integrity and
credibility when accidents occur.
In fact, safety assurance will be
the only arguable mechanism
available to OEMs and tier ones
in the event of an accident involv-
ing self-driving vehicles.
Standards will form a key role

in the engineering process, with
ISO 26262 for functional safety
representing the reasons for
achieving high levels of system
confidence. EMC will need to be
considered alongside functional
safety in a more unified approach.
Effective verification and vali-

dation are required to evaluate
whether the level of resilience is
adequate and effective. The diver-

sity of the automotive supply
chain makes it is essential to per-
form this verification for individ-
ual hardware and software
components, complete embedded
systems and at vehicle level, to
ensure that all elements are prop-
erly integrated.
It is clear that there are still

challenges on the horizon yet to
be fully addressed, but with a co-
ordinated approach to safety,
security and functionality, the
industry will be able to manage
the potential risks for connected
and autonomous vehicles.

Anthony
Martin is EMC
chief engineer
and

Alastair Ruddle is
a computational
electromagnetics
specialist, both for
Horiba Mira
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PRIVILEGED
POSITION

Lee Cresswell discusses separation,
security and the connected car
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Most vehicles contain var-
ious wireless technolo-
gies, including cellular,

wifi, Bluetooth, near field com-
munications and other RF com-
munications. There is frequently a
direct path from these wireless
technologies to the central auto-
motive bus of the vehicle, provid-
ing access not only to navigation,
security and other smart applica-
tions, but also to braking, steering
and cruise control.
Now that connection has be-

come the norm, there is a signifi-
cant learning curve for companies
and individuals alike to under-
stand the problems, and imple-
ment appropriate solutions.

Attack surfaces
The ISO 26262 standard provides
an automotive-specific risk-based
approach to determine automotive
safety integrity levels (Asils). The
principle of the assignment of
Asils for various automotive sys-
tems implies an assumption of
separation, so the most critical
systems on a vehicle cannot be
compromised by less critical func-
tionality elsewhere.

Traditionally, this was fine.
ECUs were dedicated to their
local function – engine control,
ABS or whatever – but an increas-
ingly holistic approach to vehicle
control meant increasing levels of
interaction between each module.
A simple example of this inter-

action might be an automatic
transmission, where the engine
needs to tell the transmission what
the engine speed is, and the trans-
mission needs to tell other mod-
ules when a gear change occurs.
Traditionally such communica-
tions were handled by a traditional
wiring loom, but as more and
more similar interactions became
necessary with the advent of fea-
tures such as cruise control and
anti-lock braking systems, these
dedicated looms became impossi-
bly complex.
The answer to that conundrum

lay in the development of vehicle
networks, commonly in the format
of a Can bus. This network
provides a medium for data
exchange, allowing a uniform
wiring architecture irrespective of
the options specified on each
individual car so that the appropri-

ate modules can be simply
plugged in to it.
While the vehicle remained iso-

lated from the outside world, this
connectivity between modules
posed little threat to the security
of the vehicle. Once the commu-
nications mechanisms on such a
network were proven not to com-
promise the integrity of any sys-
tems using them, the various
systems could be considered sepa-
rated and so the principles of ISO
26262 remain upheld.
But the connected car changed

all that. External access brings
with it the potential for malicious
outside influences to access any
weak point, or attack surface.
Such an attack surface represents
a significant risk even if it exists
in a low or non-critical system,
because the availability of the pre-
viously benign networks provides
a portal to the highest Asil sys-
tems. In stark terms, just because
someone has attacked your car in-
fotainment system doesn’t mean
they can’t access the brakes.
Clearly, then, a connected car

will never offer the same level of
security as an unconnected one.

Fig. 1: Tesla’s approach to separation is hardware based

Fig. 2: An abstracted automotive system shows
the importance of separation

But for a connected vehicle to be
considered safe and compliant
with the principles of ISO 26262,
it is imperative that attack sur-
faces are minimised, and that sep-
aration between systems is
optimised.

Hardware based separation
The Tesla Model S uses a physical
(lan-Can) gateway box to isolate
the infotainment system from the
safety-critical vehicle controller
(Fig. 1). The gateway box imple-
ments a structured API which sup-
ports a limited range of
commands between the two net-
works, meaning if the safety criti-
cal vehicle controllers are to be
accessed then a detailed knowl-
edge of that API is required. It has
not, however, proved to be en-
tirely secure, perhaps showing
how difficult a challenge is the
connected car. Almost as impor-
tantly, it also introduces a consid-
erable hardware overhead cost.

Software based separation
Although the Tesla system repre-
sents an effective approach to sep-
aration, if a similar or better
method can be found through soft-
ware then it is likely to be more
cost effective.
Search for the phrase “embed-

ded hypervisor” on any popular
automotive electronics site, and it
would be easy to suppose that
each of the many offerings is
equivalent. To explore that notion
a little further, consider a similar
system to that of the Tesla, ab-
stracted for this purpose and de-
ploying a hypervisor instead of
hardware separation (Fig. 2).
The hypervisor functionality is

important because it allows the
system to mirror the Tesla in per-

mitting restricted communications
between two very different appli-
cations (virtual machines, or
VMs) – one to handle the vehicle
controllers, and the other the info-
tainment systems. A similarly ob-
scure and structured API to that
deployed in the Tesla would also
make sense here.
But as far as the security is con-

cerned, it is imperative that even
if the outfacing infotainment VM
is hacked and compromised, the
vehicle controller VM is not vul-
nerable. If the VMs are to be truly
separated rather than conjoined by
the hypervisor, it is therefore vital
the attack surface is made as small
as possible by minimising the re-
sources shared between them.

Type one hypervisor
To illustrate that point, consider
KVM; a virtualisation infrastruc-
ture for the Linux kernel that turns
it into a hypervisor. It serves
merely as an example of a prob-
lem shared with any type one
hypervisor.
If KVM Linux were to be the

hypervisor of choice in the ab-
stracted automotive system, the
security of the vehicle controller
VM would be reliant on a mono-

lithic kernel that would expose at
least 390 interfaces, with hun-
dreds of thousands parameter op-
tions, implemented by 19.5
million lines of constantly chang-
ing code. Not only that, but the IO
stack would reside in the mono-
lithic kernel of the hypervisor,
providing an easy attack vector to
the vehicle controller VM.
KVM Linux provides exactly

the hypervisor functionality re-
quired to support the system func-
tionality. However, if the primary
aim is separation between VMs of
differing criticality then it is
clearly far from optimal. A better
approach would be to retain the
hypervisor functionality, but to
make separation and the reduction
of attack surface the primary fo-
cuses of the architecture.
To understand how that can be

achieved, it is helpful to first con-
sider the principles of least privi-
lege and separation kernels.

Privilege and separation kernels
The concept of a separation kernel
was first mooted by John Rushby
in 1981 who suggested that it
should consist of a “combination
of hardware and software that per-
mits multiple functions to be re-
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Fig. 4: Superimposing least privileged VMs to handle data storage and
networking functionality on the separation kernel

Fig. 3: Superimposition of least privilege principles on separation
kernel blocks results in fine per-subject and per-resource
flow-control granularity

alised on a common set of physi-
cal resources without unwanted
mutual interference”.
Similarly, as long as 30 years

ago, J Saltzer and M Schroeder
suggested that “every programme
and every user of the system
should operate using the least set
of privileges necessary to com-
plete the job”.
An architectural approach based

on an amalgam of those two con-
cepts ensures that each active,
executable entity (subject) has
sufficient privileges and resources
to perform its function – but no
more (Fig. 3)

Separation kernel
Clearly, these principles are not
new. It is the advent of hardware-
assisted virtualisation (Intel VT,
Arm v7 and v8, NXP virtualisa-
tion extensions, Mips virtualisa-
tion and so on) that has all but
removed the overhead associated
with implementing them in prac-
tice by shifting it from the soft-
ware to the hardware.
The separation kernel combines

the principles of least privilege

and separation kernels with this
enabling technology of hardware
virtualisation, so that each theoret-
ical subject is implemented as a
VM. By contrast with the type one
hypervisor KVM’s 19.5 million
source lines of code (slocs), such
an approach results in a separation
kernel of about 25,000 slocs – a
much more satisfactory and
shared resource.
The least privilege principles are

fulfilled by ensuring that the sepa-
ration kernel includes nothing that
could logically be managed in
user space including device driv-
ers, VM monitors and, critically,
IO stacks.
And there is no compromise in

hypervisor functionality, with
each VM being presented with a
virtual motherboard providing the
resources dictated by the system
architect at configuration time.
Consequently, any operating sys-
tem supported by the underlying
hardware can be hosted by a sepa-
ration kernel hypervisor.

Microkernel
It is worth noting that the princi-

ple of least privilege is not unique
to the separation kernel. Least
privilege microkernel technology
has its roots in an era predating
hardware virtualisation, and was
admirable given the hardware
available at the time. Back then
there were two privilege levels for
microkernel architects to consider
– the supervisor and user privilege
levels – and many made good use
of them to run potentially vulnera-
ble code such as device drivers in
user space rather than supervisor
space.
Along with the advent of hard-

ware virtualisation came a virtual
machine monitor (VMM) privi-
lege level and, with it, a dilemma
for microkernel architecture. If the
higher privilege level was ig-
nored, then there was a vulnerable
and powerful attack surface that
was not being accounted for at all.
But if they promoted the privilege
of their old supervisor space code
to this new privilege level, they
would be left with a lot of code
running at a higher level than nec-
essary for its function.
In the event, microkernel design

has evolved to accommodate
hardware virtualisation and its as-
sociated privilege levels, and
some microkernels can even make
use of hardware virtualisation it-
self. However, it is inevitable that
such a development path will have
led to compromise in that some
code will run at a higher privilege
level than least privilege princi-
ples would dictate. Where security
is a critical factor, that is not an
acceptable compromise to make.
For a security critical separation

to reduce the attack surface opti-
mally, it must ensure that each
software component has the low-
est privilege it needs to function

in this new world of hardware
virtualisation.
In the context of the automotive

world, separation kernels may
well be based on well-founded
principles, but it is only useful if it
can be applied to provide the se-
cure environment needed to en-
sure that the car is not vulnerable
to cyber attack.
This has to be achieved in the

context of an existing infrastruc-
ture consisting largely of the pub-
lic internet. The onus for security
therefore falls on the gateway de-
vices – and in this case that means
the systems contained within the
car.
It is also important that the high

build and maintenance costs asso-
ciated with multiple vehicle net-
works should be avoided.
Fig. 4 shows how such a system

could be designed in practice. The

networking and data handling are
implemented as minimalist least
privilege VMs, tightly coded and
running as bare metal applications
to reduce their footprint and hence
vulnerability.
Three VMs provide the means

to run the apps, possibly mapped
to the individual cores of a multi-
core processor where there is hard
real time dependency.
Encryption keys ensure the in-

tegrity of three tiers of data secu-
rity, while the separation kernel
provides the underpinnings to
guarantee that the system’s trusted
code base is reduced.
The net result is robust, provid-

ing resilient application interfaces
to prevent malicious software
from subverting the virtual soft-
ware architecture. It ensures the
integrity of critical applications by
protecting them from possible cor-

ruption from other application
partitions. Costs are reduced and
yet confidentiality is guaranteed
through the application of a single
network structure. And it can be
ensured that vehicle applications
are genuine, and that network en-
cryption cannot be bypassed.
In summary, coupling least priv-

ilege and separation kernel princi-
ples with the enabling technology
of hardware virtualisation can
solve the conundrum of securing
the connected car.

Lee Cresswell is
vice president
of sales for
Lynx Software
Technologies
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PRODUCTS

LED packages light interiors
With two and four chips
in ceramic packages, the
Everlight EL 1216 micro
multi and EL 2525 multi
colour LEDs are for am-
bient lighting applications
in vehicle interiors.
The micro multi series

comes in a 1.2 by 1.6 by
0.7mm ceramic MSL1
rated SMD package. The
product consists of two
chips that can separately
control and mix the
colour temperature of
cool white (6000K) and
warm white (2700K) ac-
cording to preference.
This allows a cus-

tomised combination of
two colours such as cool

white (6000K) combined
with yellow, red, green or
blue.
In cool (6000K) and

warm (2700K) white, it
has a brightness intensity
of 20 lm at a driving cur-
rent of 80mAand an ESD
protection of 8kV; it oper-
ates over temperatures
from -40 to +110˚C.
The multi colour series

in a 2.5 by 2.5 by 0.75mm
ceramic MSL1 rated
SMD package has a gold
plating lead frame for sul-
phur resistance. It com-
prises four chips for
customised RGBW and
RGBY colour options.
An individual and

mixed phosphor design of
white colour among four
chips avoids luminous
decay of each chip and
thereby provides uniform
light. It can control the
brightness separately,
mixing colour and light
up on request.
The viewing angle is

140˚ and ESD protection
is 8kV.

A high-voltage, DC load
switching relay for elec-
tric vehicle charging is
claimed by Fujitsu Com-
ponents to have 13%
higher voltage switching
capability, 77% less
power consumption and a
package 40% smaller
than similar relays.
The FTR-E1 is a single-

pole PCB relay with 12
and 24V DC coils. It is
nominally rated up to
30A, 450V DC (40A
maximum per hour), re-
sistive, with 900mW
power consumption.
The 43.6 by 28.3 by

36.8mm package weighs
around 75g. Electrical life
is 10,000 operations at
20A, 450V DC resistive.
Dielectric strength is

5kVAC (one minute) be-
tween coil and contacts.
Non-polarised contacts
let it switch between
charging and discharging
the load, making it suit-
able for on-board charg-
ers and charging stations
for electric and plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles,
string disconnection of
photovoltaics, and high-
voltage DC load control.

Relay aids
EV charging

AM and FM receivers
and digital radio tuners
plus coprocessors should
let car makers and tier-
ones address all market
segments in terms of cost,
performance and stan-
dards.
Silicon Labs’ Global

Eagle (Si4795x) and Dual
Eagle (Si4796x and
Si4797x) AM and FM re-
ceivers and digital radio
tuners and Digital Falcon
(Si469x) coprocessors
can scale from low-cost,
single-tuner radios to
high-performance sys-
tems with multiple tuners
and antennas, all with a
common software API.
The devices use low-IF

digital architecture to im-
prove RF performance
and interference rej-
ection. The firmware al-
gorithms dynamically ad-
just signal reception in
moving cars to improve
reception under harsh
field conditions.
The audio subsystem of

both can synchronise,
process and distribute
digital and audio signals
in the automotive head
unit. To accelerate time to
market, there are four-
and six-channel audio
post-processing reference
designs supporting cabin
equalisation, loudness
compensation, tone con-

AM and FM radio family
suits multiple segments

trol, chime generation
and audio source mixing.
This flexible architecture
enables integration of
user or third-party algo-
rithms.
The digital radio co-

processors provide chan-
nel demodulation and

source decoding of HD
radio and Dab and Dab+
digital signals delivering
audio and data. They
eliminate the need for an
external ram module for
channel decoding, and let
designs scale from low-
to high-end systems with

seamless blending for
Dab and Dab+; they also
support automatic level
and time alignment for
HD systems.
Samples and production

quantities are available
now, as are evaluation
kits.

Tool debugs DSPs
and microcontrollers
An in-circuit program-
ming and debugging de-
velopment tool for
Microchip’s Pic micro-
controllers and DsPic dig-
ital signal controllers
includes all the features
of the MPLab ICD 3 de-
bugger while adding in-
creased speed through a
faster processor and in-
creased ram.
The MPLab ICD 4’s

improvement in speed is
accomplished through a
32bit MCU running at
300MHz. The faster pro-
cessing along with an in-
creased buffer memory of
2Mbyte results in a prod-
uct that is up to twice as
fast as its predecessor.
The puck-shaped tool is

housed in a durable, black
case with a brushed alu-
minium top and is ac-

cented with an LED light
strip to indicate debug-
ging status.
Voltage range is 1.2 to

5.5V. It has an optional
1A of power using an ex-
ternal power supply.
There is a selectable pull-
up and pull-down option
to the target interface and
configurable interface
speed for optimised pro-
gramming and debug-
ging. The intelligent,
robust interface includes

fault detection and immu-
nity. JTag debugging ca-
pability is included.
The tool supports all Pic

microcontrollers and
DsPic digital signal con-
trollers through the
MPLab X integrated de-
velopment environment.
This simplifies the design
process for users when
they choose to migrate
from one Pic MCU to an-
other to meet the needs of
their application.

A V2X module from LG
Innotek for connected
cars and autonomous ve-
hicles can be fitted into
any part of a vehicle
thanks to its durability
and size.
The module combines

V2X module puts three into one
the three varieties of V2X
core components, namely
the HCI module and
hardware security module
(HSM) for controlling the
communications protocol
and the application
processor. This means car
makers will not have to
install different parts and
undergo separate tests.
The module can survive

a heat impact up to
+105˚C and operate nor-
mally due to a proprietary

heat-proof design.
It measures 40mm

wide, 35mm long and
4mm thick.
It has recorded a sensi-

tivity level of -94dBm as
well as a transmission
power of 23dBm for a de-
vice with a communica-
tions speed of 6Mbit/s.
There are versions opti-

mised for the V2X chip
set companies Autotalks,
NXPSemiconductors and
Qualcomm.
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Kemet has expanded its
surface mount high-volt-
age multilayer ceramic
capacitor portfolio with
the addition of the EIA
0603 case size (1608 met-
ric) with C0G tempera-
ture characteristics.
These devices allow op-

erating voltages up to
1kV DC.
The company has addi-

tionally announced ex-
tended capacitance ranges
in EIA 0805–1812 case
sizes. Capacitance avail-
ability is on average three
times greater in devices
with voltage ratings of
500, 630 and 1000V DC.
By using patented base

metal electrode technol-
ogy, the C0G high-volt-
age series provides
stability with no capaci-
tance change versus DC
voltage and negligible ca-
pacitance change over
temperature.
Available in commer-

cial and automotive
grades in standard and
flexible termination sys-
tems, this series is Pb-free
and RoHS and Reach
compliant.

MCCs
expand

Automotive Ethernet tool
support is available from
K2L. The OptoLyzer
Mocca Lan with support
from OptoLyzer Studio is
said to simplify analysis
of Ethernet and other tra-
ditional networks.
The offering is a combi-

nation of a development
hardware tool with a soft-
ware suite. It supports the
development of all well-

known automotive bus
systems including Ether-
net. Optolyzer Studio al-
ready supports Can,
Can-FD, Lin, Flexray and
Most technology.
The support of these

different networks is
achieved by a synchroni-
sation mechanism in the
hardware interface prod-
ucts. Hardware interfaces
can be connected with a

synch cable.
This offering suits users

in both the automotive
and industrial markets. It
is designed to be fast and
easy to use to eliminate
steep learning curves for
new users. The hardware
aspect allows fast connec-
tion to the Ethernet net-
working and is combined
with software that allows
intuitive analysis.

AEC-Q100 grade two
and three compliant NAND
flash memory uses
Macronix’s patented
36nm semiconductor
manufacturing technol-
ogy that overcomes short
life cycle deficiency that
typically occurs with

shrinking semiconductor
technology nodes, or
technology with multiple
bits stored in each cell.
The memory is capable

of storing data for at least
ten years or 100,000 pro-
gramming times.
The family ranges from

1 to 8Gbit densities, sup-
porting SPI and parallel
interfaces, and operating
from -40 to +105˚C.
It comes in both 1.8 and

3V power supply ver-
sions. Also available are
4bit ECC and ECC-free
products.

Flash memory overcomes short life cycles

Support for Automotive Ethernet

Compact, surface-mount,
polymer automotive-
grade electrostatic dis-
charge suppressors from
Littelfuse can protect sen-
sitive devices from con-
tact and air discharges up
to 30kV.
The AXGD Xtreme-

Guard ESD suppressors
are for high-frequency,
high-speed applications
with voltage ratings from
24 to 32V DC and ESD
protection requirements.
Even after multiple ESD

Suppressors protect sensitive devices
strikes, they continue to
maintain a leakage of
1nA. Their capacitances –
0.04 to 0.09pF – ensure
compatibility with high-
speed data line applica-
tions.
Available in 0603 or

0402 footprints, they
have a rigid and flat top
cover to simplify pick-
and-place assembly and
allow for more compact
circuit board designs.
The AEC-Q200 quali-

fied design makes them
suitable for automotive
applications, including
infotainment, automotive
antennas and RF antenna
systems, as well as mid-
to high-end electronics.
They come in both tape

and reel format.

Seven modular IP cores
for Lattice Semiconduc-
tor’s CrossLink FPGA
support consumer, indus-
trial and automotive ap-
plications. These cores
form building blocks for
users to create their own
video bridging products.
Announced in May

2016, CrossLink was de-
signed to address barriers
faced by the increasingly
complex and dynamic
video market. It gave de-
signers a way to deliver
low power and compact
bridging without compro-
mising performance for
multiple growth markets
including automotive,
AR, VR and drones.
The seven cores are:

CSI-2/DSI D-Phy re-
ceiver that converts Mipi
CSI-2/DSI data streams
to parallel data; CSI-
2/DSI D-Phy transmitter
to convert parallel for-
matted data streams to
Mipi CSI-2/DSI; FPD-

Seven cores form
video building blocks

Link receiver that con-
verts FPD-Link video
streams to pixel clock do-
main; FPD-Link trans-
mitter for converting
pixel data streams to an
FPD-Link video stream;
sub-LVDS image sensor
receiver to convert sub-
LVDS image sensor
video stream to pixel
clock domain; pixel to
byte converter that con-
verts pixel format data to

parallel byte format for
D-Phy transmitter; and
byte to pixel converter for
converting parallel byte
format from a D-Phy re-
ceiver into pixel format.
In addition, there is a

1:2 Mipi DSI display in-
terface bandwidth reducer
that uses select modular
IP cores to bridge an input
video stream into two
streams or one lower res-
olution stream.

A fan-less embedded sys-
tem from Portwell uses
the Intel Atom E3900
processor for applications
in in-vehicle mobile
video surveillance.
The Webs-21D0 is

equipped with the firm’s
Nano-6062, a Nano-ITX
form factor embedded
board that integrates the
Intel Gen9 graphics en-
gine with up to 18 execu-
tion units to improve 3D
graphics performance and
support 4K encode and
decode operations.
It has DDR3L sodimm

up to 8Gbyte supporting
1866 and 1600MT/s; dual
USB 3.0 ports (optional,
up to 4x USB 3.0); Dis-
playport on rear IO with
resolution up to 4096 x
2160; legacy VGA inter-
face support; smart com
port for RS232, 422 and
485 selected by bios; and
multiple storage with
6.35cm HDD and SSD,
mSata and Micro SD
card.
In addition, the compact

150 by 150 by 60mm
chassis integrates the M.2
type E interface, which
provides wireless connec-
tivity such as wifi, Blue-
tooth and NFC.
Thermal design power

is under 12W for fan-less
applications, but it also
supports a voltage power
input from 12 to 24V for
rugged applications.
Built from a brick con-

cept to simplify customi-

Embedded system suits in-vehicle surveillance
sation, it implements an
intelligent structure by
building the system chas-

sis using three elements –
wall, pillar and cover.
This flexible structure

makes it easier to adjust
chassis size to meet dif-
ferent board form factors
for different applications.
The top cover and heat

sink mechanism facili-
tates heat dissipation.
It supports a tempera-

ture from -20 to +60˚C
and its fan-less design re-
duces noise and mainte-
nance.
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Two n-channel power
mosfet driver ICs from
Allegro Microsystems
can control mosfets con-
nected in a half-bridge
arrangement. The A4926
and A4927 are for auto-
motive applications with
high-power inductive
loads, such as DC pumps
for braking, oil, water and
fuel, as well as blower
fans in hvac, solenoids
and actuators.
They incorporate fea-

tures to help users
achieve the requiredAsil.
A charge pump regula-

tor provides full gate
drive for battery voltages
down to 5.5V for most
applications. A bootstrap
capacitor, with optional
bootstrap management,
provides the above bat-
tery supply voltage re-
quired for n-channel
mosfets.
The half-bridge can be

controlled by independent
logic-level inputs or
through the SPI-compati-
ble serial interface. The

external power mosfets
are protected from shoot-
through by a programma-
ble dead time.
Integrated diagnostics

provide indication of
multiple internal faults,
system faults and power
bridge faults, and can be
configured to protect the
mosfets under most short-
circuit conditions.
As well as providing

full access to the bridge
control, the serial inter-
face can alter program-
mable settings such as
dead time, VDS thresh-
old, gate drive current
and fault blank time. De-
tailed diagnostic informa-
tion can be read through
the serial interface. The
A4927 includes an inte-
grated low side current
amplifier with program-
mable gain and offset.
The A4926 is in a 20-

lead etssop and theA4927
in a 24-lead etssop. The
packages are lead (Pb)
free, with 100% matt-tin
lead-frame plating.

Driver ICs control
mosfets in half bridge

An LCD video processor
from Renesas subsidiary
Intersil interfaces with the
latest generation of auto-
motive SoCs. The
TW8844 HD 1080p LCD
video processor includes
analogue video decoder,
two scalers and Mipi-
CSI2 SoC interface.
It is said to provide the

reliability needed to en-
sure rear-view cameras
comply with the US Fed-
eral Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard for preventing
injury or death caused by
reversing accidents.
The device enables the

migration from analogue
to digital cameras, and
supports various video in-
terfaces and LCD panel
resolutions up to full HD
1920 x 1080. It is suitable

Video processor links with
SoCs for rear-view reliability

for centre stack and head
units, full display rear-
view mirrors, instrument
cluster displays, and dual
headrest rear-seat enter-
tainment systems.
Live video can be dis-

played with graphics
overlay in less than 0.5s
after vehicle ignition. The
architecture can over-
come fast boot reliability
issues in more complex
centre stack systems. It

also monitors the SoC
and camera output to de-
termine if they are in a
frozen or corrupted state.
If an issue is detected, it
bypasses the SoC and in-
stantly displays the rear-
view camera video.
The 10bit ADC NTSC

and Pal analogue video
decoder supports differ-
ential, pseudo differential
and single ended compos-
ite video inputs – two dif-

ferential or four single-
ended – with built-in
short-to-battery and
short-to-ground diagnos-
tics.
There are two inde-

pendent digital RGB
input ports up to 24bit
RGB at 160MHz (1080p)
each. Two LVDS Open
LDI input ports share pins
with the second DRGB
input in one or two-chan-
nel input mode, with up
to 100MHz per channel
in one-channel mode or
160MHz in two-channel
mode.
There is support for ei-

ther one full HD input
(1080p) or two HD inputs
(720p). The video proces-
sor is available in a 14 by
20mm, 156-lead LQFP
package.

Mems oscillators from
IQD are for applications
that require AEC-Q100
qualification. There are
four models to cover vari-
ations in package style,
supply voltage and fre-
quency; all are factory
programmable for short
lead times for design-in
volumes and production.
The IQMS-116Auto

and IQMS-117Auto are
housed in SOT23-5 plas-
tic packages that have the
solder joints visible so
they can be fully in-
spected. The 116Auto has
a frequency range be-
tween 1.0 and 110.0MHz
and the 117Auto between
115.2 and 137.0MHz.
For those that prefer

plastic SMT packages,
the IQMS-114Auto and
115Auto are available in
five standard sizes: 2.0 by
1.6, 2.5 by 2.0, 3.2 by 2.5,
5.0 by 3.2 and 7.0 by
5.0mm. The 114Auto has
a frequency range from
1.0 to 110.0MHz and the
115Auto from 115.2 to
137.0MHz.
This range is for info-

tainment systems, colli-
sion detection devices,

in-vehicle networking
and powertrain control, or
where applications need
an oscillator to operate at
extreme temperatures.
All models operate over

the standard automotive
operating range of -40 to
+125˚C but can be speci-
fied for the industrial
range of -40 to +105˚C or
for applications with ex-
treme temperatures, -55
to +125˚C. The 116Auto
is also available with an
operating range of -40 to
+85˚C.
Frequency stability op-

tions can be specified
down to ±20ppm for the
114, 115 and 116Auto
and ±25ppm for the
117Auto over all operat-
ing temperature options.
Five voltage options are

available – 1.8, 2.5, 2.8,
3.0 and 3.3V – with cur-
rent consumption down
to 4.5mA with no load.
All models deliver a cmos
output, 15pF load with a
rise and fall time of typi-
cally 2.5 to 3ns along
with a duty cycle of 45 to
55% and the option of an
enable and disable func-
tion on pad three.

Mems oscillators
meet AEC-Q100


